NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
   (3-Year Term)
   1 Individual Who Has An Interest in Issues Affecting
   Youth in the City

_____ Catherine Lada

_____ Keith Perry

_____ Turcores Turner

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Individual Who Has An Interest in Issues Affecting Youth in the City

- Catherine Lada
- Keith Perry
- Turcores Turner

ENDORSED BY

10-9-07
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Individual Who Has An Interest in Issues Affecting Youth in the City

✓ Catherine Lada

___ Keith Perry

___ Turcores Turner

ENDORSED BY
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Individual Who Has An Interest in Issues Affecting Youth in the City

☐ Catherine Lada
☐ Keith Perry
☐ Turcores Turner

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Individual Who Has An Interest in Issues Affecting Youth in the City

☑ Catherine Lada
☐ Keith Perry
☐ Turcores Turner
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Individual Who Has An Interest in Issues Affecting Youth in the City

X Catherine Lada

___ Keith Perry

___ Turcores Turner
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Individual Who Has An Interest in Issues Affecting Youth in the City

✓ Catherine Lada

Keith Perry

Turcores Turner

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)

1 Individual Who Has An Interest in Issues Affecting Youth in the City

☑ Catherine Lada

☐ Keith Perry

☐ Turcores Turner

ENDORSED BY

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

Pepper

10-9-07
EXHIBIT NO. 1

10-9-07

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Individual Who Has An Interest in Issues Affecting Youth in the City

_____ Catherine Lada

_____ Keith Perry

X Turcores Turner

ENDORSED BY